
A WORK OF ART
The acclaimed conductor Michael Tilson Thomas was one of the first to grace the stage in our 1,801-seat 
Jackson Hall, the Mondavi Center’s main venue, after our opening in 2002. He was so pleased with the 
acoustics there that he described the hall itself as a “wonderful new instrument.” Indeed, our technically 
advanced, sustainably designed facility, which also houses the 200-seat Vanderhoef Studio Theatre, is its own 
work of art. Like any instrument, it requires fine tuning and regular maintenance to perform at peak levels. 

The Mondavi Center: 
Enriching a Signature Space

For more information on how you can support the performing arts in our region through  
a gift to the Mondavi Center, please contact Nancy Petrisko, Director of Development,  
at npetrisko@ucdavis.edu or (530) 754-5420.



THE VISION
Our next aspiration for improving our physical space is to enhance the amenities available to audiences, and 
thus their overall experiences at a premier public facility where creative connections are made.

THE PHILANTHROPIC OPPORTUNITY
Your gift to support the Mondavi Center’s capital projects will help to:

• Expand classroom or studio space to accommodate artist’s residencies and educational programs

• Build a restaurant to provide fine dining for patrons and an amenity for visitors and artists 

• Replace the sound shell that is integral to Jackson Hall’s unique acoustics for orchestral and acoustic music

• Provide a family restroom on each level to accommodate visitors of all ages who require assistance

• Create a checkroom/coatroom for performance and event patrons

• Add digital signage for audience information and wayfinding both inside and outside of theaters

For more information on how you can support the performing arts in our region through  
a gift to the Mondavi Center, please contact Nancy Petrisko, Director of Development,  
at npetrisko@ucdavis.edu or (530) 754-5420.
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